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for $5.90 P.P. 
for $590 P.P. 
for $3.45 P.P. 
for $3.45 P.P. 
Jan. 7: Miami, Fla. Round Dance 
Workshop. Ox Bow Hall. 
Jan. 13: Sanford, Fla. Central Florida 
Assn. Dance. Civic Center. 
Jan. 13: Norton Center, Ohio. Norton 
Boosters Guest Caller Dance. 
Jan. 19: North Miami, Fla. Southeast 
Assn. Dance. North Miami Arm-
ory. 
Jan. 19-21: Tuscon, Ariz. 14th Ann. 
S D Fest. Ramada Inn Ballroom. 
Jan. 20: Beaumont, Tex. Mid-Winter 
S D Jam. of Tex. S D Assn. Har-
vest Club. 
Jan. 26-27: Jackson, Miss. Miss. S 'D 
Fest. New Olympic Room, Heidel-
berg Hotel. 
fan. 26-27: Chattanooga, Tenn. Chat-
tanooga Choo Choo. Memorial Aud. 
Jan. 26-27: Calexico, Calif. 9th Ann. 
S/D Fest. Natl. Guard Armory. 
Jan. 27: St. Paul, Minn. 14th Ann. 
Winter Carnival. Aud. 
COVER TALK 
Square Dancing can be fun for the 
whole family. Just ask the gay group 
on our cover, and we're sure they'd 
tell you that they have a wonderful 
time dancing together. The dancers 
are all from the Family Square Dame 
Club of South Bend, Ind. 
Jan. 27-28: San Jose, Calif. Statewide 
F 'D Fest. 
Jan. 28: Camp Hill, Pa. Ann. March 
of Dimes Benefit Dance. Ranchland. 
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. . . AMERICAN SQUARES has 
been coming to me for a long time, 
11 or 12 years now, and I find your 
guidance most refreshing and the 
magazine better than ever! 
. . . This is our tenth season here, 
and my 16th year of teaching and 
calling all around our neck of New 
England! It all officially began at 
the end of World War II with the 
rise of Square Dance popularity at 
USO dances, with the first records of 
Lawernce Loy and Woodhull, and the 
establishment of Windsor Record Co. 
Prior to that time we had been 
satisfied here with a few simple con-
tras done over and over, which inci-
dentally is still the way the "natives" 
do at their Grange and lodge halls! 
A very noticeable declint. 
Dancing has developed all :tomtit! 
here over the last few yeat. I lee! 
a major reason is that the ,,,kiet t of 
Square Dancing is not talked 	writ- 
ten about, or seen live or on I V by 
the general public. Everything r, now 
in clubs and club sponsored t I isses. 
. . . And if any subject is not (,ilked 
about, nu one knows anything about 
it or thinl,s, it has even passed out of 
style. 
I I ow ie Davison, 
New Castle, Maine 
Dear Arvid: 
Thank you very much for entering 
our subscription to your wonderful 
magazine. We have been Square Dan-
cers for ten years and have received 
many of the Square Dance magazines, 
but yours is truly the best. 
Richard and Jan Clary 
Park Forest, III. 
ALBUMS FOR SQUARE DANCERS 
* * 
YES! ALL KINDS OF SQUARE DANCERS 
SH 1001 to 1005 for those who want a challenge 
dance 
SH 1006 for the beginners 
SH 1007 for those who want a fun level dance 
TRY THEM — THEY ARE FOR YOU 
be sure you have all our latest releases and our albums 
* * 
SUNNY HILLS RECORDS 





Can't pass up your terrific maga-





We enjoy SQUARES very much and 




I would like to congratulate you on 
the new format and look of AMERI-
CAN SQUARES. The ideas, features, 
Workshop material, and News From 
Here and There, are all very interest-
ing—and I enjoy receiving the maga-
zine each month. 
Sincere wishes on your "17th year 
of publication." 
Bob Van Antwerp 
Long Beach, Calif. 
Dear Arvid: 
Have been a subscriber to AMERI-
CAN SQUARES since Vol I, No. I and 
believe now it's the best ever. Am a 
Folk Dance teacher primarily but use 
SQUARES when needed for reference 
and I find it a must for my library. 
The Record Reviews have saved me 
time and money and I should like to 
thank Frank L. Kaltman for so valu-
able a service. The articles are most 
interesting and have used them as ref-
erence in my lectures. 
Murray Sherman 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Dear Arvid: 
Certainly look forward to your ex-
cellent magazine each month. 
Am currently calling for twelve 
clubs on a regular basis and appreciate 
the fine material and information I 
get from AMERICAN SQUARES. 
Iry Elias 
Maycross, Ga. 
TWO CALLER-TEACHER MANUALS 
ESSENTIAL FOR ALL LEVELS OF CALLING EXPERIENCE 
BY JACK MANN 
COMPACT VERSION 
Contains a large collection of dances 
for the. repertoire. System of symbols 
for writing dances in shorthand. Im-
portant pointers on dealing with be-
ginner classes. Abundant exercise ma-
terial arranged in logical sequence, for 
teaching a 15-week square dance 
course. Only . . . 
	
$2.00 
Add 22 cents for Air Mail POSTPAID 
ENLARGED EDITION 
Same contents as the compact version 
plus: Exact phraseology for teaching 
each basic. Important pointers on 
children's classes. Full supply of ma-
terial especially suitable for one-night 
stands. Specific pointers on selecting 
the proper potter record. 
$3• 00 
Add 27 cents for Air Moil POSTPAID 
FILL OUT 
	
JACK MANN, 540 ALCATRAZ, OAKLAND 9, CALIF. 
AND MAIL 
Please sand me a copy of your book as checked 
Enclose Cash, 
Check or 
	 Imo= MIN 	 MI sees I 
1:1 Enlarged Version 
Money Order 	ICity.  	$3.00 P.P. State .. 
I 
I Address 






Arvid Olson, AMERICAN SQUARES 
2514 - 16th STREET, MOLINE, ILLINOIS 
DEAR ARVID, 
Please rush me full cletails regarding your exciting free gift plan. I have attached 
a complete list of names and addresses of our club membership so you can mail 
free samples of your magazine.  
CLUB NAME 
CITY 	 NO. OF MEMBERS... 
(Married Couples Count as One) 
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SQUARE DANCE CLUB 
OFFICERS and MEMBERS 
  
Complete this coupon and mail today! 
 
       
Get complete details about an exciting 
new FREE GIFT PLAN for YOUR CLUB ! 
Your club can win valuable FREE gifts for merely ob-
taining subscriptions to American Squares Magazine 
from 100% of your club membership. If every mem-
ber (married couples count as one) of your club sub-
scribes or renews American Squares for one year or 
more your club is eligible for a beautiful free gift. 
American Squares will help you get those new sub-
scriptions by sending free samples to all your members 
not yet enjoying this fine magazine. It's easy, simple 
. . . no points or coupons to save. Get complete de-
tails today. 
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Andy Andrus, caller. Flip 
1590 When the Saints Go Marching 
In, 
Andy Andrus, caller. Flip. 
1591 Will She Ever Think Of Me? 
Buford Evans, caller. Flip. 
BOGAN 1135—Hello Mary Lou Joe Robertson, caller. Flip. 
SWINGING 	2314—Two Hoots and a Holler 
SQUARE Lou LaKous, caller. Flip. 
BENZ 1211—Wooden Heart Ben Baldwin, Jr., caller. Flip. 
KEENO 
2190—An Apple For The Teacher 
Harold Bausch, caller. Flip. 
2200—Wooden Heart 
Harold Bausch, caller. Flip.  
National Distributors for KEENO Records 
Distributors: Order KEENO Direct From Us 
45 rpm — $1.45 
We carry all square and round dance labels. 
Write us if your dealer cannot supply you. 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 323 West 14th Street, Houston, Texas 
What are "made" squares? Well, if 
you're not a square dancer, you might 
think they were a new brand of non-
hep cat, or even a new carpenter's 
tool. But being a square dancer, you 
probably know that a "made" square 
is a group of eight persons who have 
pre-arranged to dance together dur-
ing a particular tip. 
"Made" squares have caused hurt 
feelings for unknowing dancers who 
have attempted to join the "made" 
square, not knowing that the square 
was waiting for an invited couple. 
Hurt feelings arise when the square 
has to turn down the couple who asks 
to join them. Being human, the re-
jected couple feels embarrassed and 
inadequate. They feel their dancing 
or even their personalities were the 
reason for their refusal, which is as 
far from the truth as one could get! 
Usually the "made" square is com-
composed of four couples who are 
old friends, or new friends, and have  
decided before the tip to dance to-
gether. They are not a group who 
feels they are better dancers, nor are 
they anti-social. They are merely four 
couples who want to enjoy each 
other's company during the evening. 
A lot of misunderstanding could be 
avoided if square dancers would only 
remember one of the first things they 
learned in beginners class—wait until 
a square signals for additional couples 
by raising their hands, before attempt-
ing to join the square. 
Use forethought to avoid embarrass-
ment! Most square dancers are friend-
ly, polite individuals who wouldn't 
refuse any couple who wants to join 
them. The only time this would oc-
cur is when the square is already 
"made." 
If you've had an embarrassing ex-
perience with "made" squares in the 
past, chalk it up to experience, and 
your own impetuousness. Then next 
time, remember to look for the signal 
before you leap into a "made" square. 
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Square and Folk Dancing 
by MARIAN WEBB 
A vigorous do-sa-do or kolo step 
can be a dandy way to blow off "bot-
tled-up" steam or to raise your general 
spirits. That's the way it is at George 
Williams College, Chicago. For the 
last eight years a full scale Folk and 
Square Dance program, under the 
leadership of the man-and-wife team 
of Paul and Gretel Dunsing, has been 
an important part of the curriculum 
of George Williams. 
Programs include monthly Saturday 
night Folk Dance parties at the Col-
lege, weekend festivals at George 
Williams College Camp at Lake Gen-
eva, Wisconsin, and Folk Dance 
courses for both beginners and the 
more advanced. 
"Sparkplugs" for the whole idea 
are the Dunsings who have promoted 
Folk Dancing ever since coming to 
Chicago 35 years ago from their native 
Berlin, Germany. In 1953, on accept-
ing the post as physical education 
teacher, Dunsing convinced George 
Williams officers of the need to offer 
classes in dance leadership along with 
the regular college courses to prepare 
young people for youth leadership 
careers. 
His Folk Dance classes bloomed out 
to include the present socials and fes-
tivals which get hefty support from 
students and from "outsiders" who are 
light of foot or light of heart. 
College Camp festivals, usually held  
in May and October, may put dancers 
through as many as 12 hours of spirit-
ed footwork. Assisting the Dunsings 
at these get-togethers is Miss Marie 
H. Witkay, assistant to the Dean of 
the college. 
Since most George Williams stu-
dents later take up careers in youth 
work group recreation, or physical 
education, it's easy to see why know-
ledge of Folk and Square Dancing is 
an important rung up the ladder. 
Day classes offer a "little bit of 
everything," says Mrs. Dunsing. This 
includes American and International 
Folk Dancing, New England contra 
dancing, Square Dancing, and "play 
party" games. 
Throughout the years the Dunsings 
have kept Folk Dancing as their first 
and last love. Evidence of this is the 
"Dunsing Fund to Further Folk Danc-
ing" which collects the proceeds from 
different dance-social events and pro-
vides "change-shy" students with tick-
ets for professional Folk Ballet and 
Folk Dance performances in and 
around Chicago. 
The Dunsings belong to the Folk 
Dance Leadership Council of Chicago, 
the Folk Dance Association of Ger-
many, and also head a Chicago affili-
ate of the Country Dance Society of 
America, a New York based organiza-
tion that works to further country 
dancing in America. 
10 
4 
at George Williams College 
GRETEL DUNSING and a few of her talented dancing collegiates demonstrate Folk Dancinc 
for on interested group of George Williams students. 
Is the enthusiasm in your Square 
Dance club at a low ebb? Want to 
do something about it? The Paxon 
Prancers of Jacksonville, Florida have 
a clever idea for rekindling club en-
thusiasm. They throw a "Get Out of 
the Rut" party whenever club en-
thusiasm starts to lag. Their last was 
a "Beatnik" party. 
Chairs were removed, lights turned 
out, and bottles and cans improvised 
as candle holders to create a real 
"Beatnik atmosphere in the Prancer's 
club house. 
Tin cans of ice water, served from 
a bucket, complete with dipper, cole 
slaw, hot dogs, potato chips and coffee 
served as the "Beat" refreshments. 
Everybody came dressed as a "Beat-
nik." Prizes were given for the best 
dressed. Some of the men even grew 
beards for the party. According to 
Margaret Joyce, club reporter. "The  
party was a huge success. We can 
highly recommend this type of party 
to arouse interest and enthusiasm in 
any club." 
The secrets of a successful "Rut" 
party are: 1) an active Social Chair-
man and 2) a zealous committee to 
work with the Chairman. 
The Social Chairman should be a 
clever, creative person who can dream 
up a theme, decorations, refreshments, 
games, silly prizes, and a gimmick for 
a party on the spur of the moment. 
Decorations should be simple and easy 
to make from inexpensive materials. 
The theme can be as elaborate and 
goofy as you want it. 
Why not try a "Get Out of the Rut" 
party at your club? Dream up some 
exciting and silly themes. Try a cir-
cus, a carnival, or a hobo party with a 
scavenger hunt as the climax. There 
are a million ideas, just pick one for 













Dances, dances, dances, — 2,000 or 
more choreograpned since 1949 and 
over 200 since 1960 alone. All of these 
created for the growing number of 
Round Dance clubs popping up all 
over the country. "More clubs, more 
dances" seems to be the theme of the 
record companies which supply our 
clubs with "the latest and greatest in 
round dances." 
With so many new dances to learn 
and enjoy, round dancing is tast be-
coming more popular. However, with 
such a super-abundance of dances to 
choose from often the problem of de-
cision arises: decision of which dances 
to try, how many to try, and how to 
make them go over well with the 
group. 
Below are a few suggestions your 
club might try to avoid this problem 
and to stimulate new interest in your 
group. 
1. Concentrate upon a repertoire of a 
limited number of dances drawn 
from the entire round dance field. 
2. Constantly review in regular ses-
sions styling and technique. Polish 
and style make even a basic Boston 
Two-Step a delight to see. 
3. Devote more time to learning the 
steps in the present standard dance 
repertoire, such as the fast waltzes 
and some of the Latin rhythms to 
simply become better dancers. By 
doubling your skill in basic steps, 
you will at least quadruple your 
enjoyment. 
4. Include some informal dances to 
be done at will around the floor 
so that the rigid uniformity of the 
present round dance floor pattern 
is broken up. 
These suggestions will give your 
round dancing greater general appeal. 
Many more people will be attracted 
and become interested in round danc-
ing. 
IDEA 






"Cross over to mother, bow to dad-
dy, and swing your little sister." These 
are the familiar calls of family Square 
Dance caller, Edith Sostack of South 
Bend, Indiana. Edith's group, the 
Family Square Dance Club, has been 
in existence 11 years, with Edith call-
ing since 1956. 
This group, typical of several 
around the country, has "Family Fun" 
as its goal. It, as others, is organized 
on the principle that families ought 
to do more together. These groups 
realize that many of today's juvenille 
problems are caused by a lack of in-
terest on the part of both child and 
parent in the other's activities. Their 
dance activities are aimed at preserv-
ing the close knit family. A close knit 
family enjoys being together — not 
running hither and yon trying to 
avoid each other. 
Many of these groups will testify to 
the fun they really have. The kids 
catch on very fast — even little three 
year olds learn easily! Dancing gives 
children a sense of accomplishment —
they can do something as well as or in 
some cases better than, Mom and Dad. 
They are doing the SAME thing, at 
the SAME time, because it's FUN! 
Family Dance programs, such as 
the Folk Dance House, "Family 
Nights" in New York, are increasing 
in popularity. People are slowly be-
ginning to realize the need to include 
their children in their activities if 
they want their children in turn to 
include them in their activities and 
problems. 
The atmosphere that exists during 
a family dance is entirely different 
than the usual parent-child relation-
ship. The notion of parent as boss, 
child as subordinate, although not en-
tirely gone, is submerged in a new 
relationship that has both on a similar 
plane. There is a need for the child 
to feel that his parent can come down 
to his level, be able to converse with 
him, play with him, goof when he 
goofs, and in general share the same 
situation. 
This will create a new sense of kin- 
ship between the two which is not 
necessarily the idea of a "pal" relation-
ship, but one of a trusted confident 
and friend, when she child needs one! 
The benefits of Family Dancing are 
many. Aside from the above mention-
ed relationship, children learn how to 
act around adults and older children. 
The child takes on a certain sense of 
responsibility for his own actions. He 
learns quickly that he must get him-
self in a certain place at a certain 
time, or he'll goof up the whole dance 
or square. 
Parents, too, benefit from Family 
Dancing. The parent can see the ac-
complishments of his child. Maybe he 
will even discover that his child has 
more potential than he ever gave him 
credit for having. He will experience 
a sense of pride in the child's accom-
plishments, and will have a feeling of 
satisfaction at knowing that he is do-
ing something active to cement family 
solidarity. 
"HOW WAS THAT DADDY?" asks little Karen 
Sue Sostack of her father. Mr. Sostack and his 
wife Edith, caller for the group, are charter 
members of the Family Square Dance Club. 
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FOR YOUR DANCE 
PARTY AT HOME 
or FOR A BALL 
"ARE YOU LONESOME 
TONIGHT" 
Waltz by Dorothy and Ray Rees 
Kansas City, Mo. 
"EAST OF THE SUN" 




by Pat and Harry Lukens 
St. Louis, Mo. 
"CHELLA LLA" 




IN YOUR BASEMENT 
or IN A HALL 
"EXACTLY LIKE YOU" 









Manufactured by GRENN, Inc., Box 16, Bath, Ohio 
*ore Dome Workshy, 
ITED BY FRED BAILEY 
ENDS CROSS OVER 
by Ham Wolfriam, Toronto, Ont., Can. 
Two and four do a right and left 
thru 
Four ladies chain is what you do 
All four couples do a half sashay 
Go forward eight and back that way 
The heads go forward, back with you 
Go forward again, half square thru 
Split the sides and line up four 
Forward eight and back to the world 
Arch in the middle for a dixie twirl 
THE ENDS CROSS OVER,CENTERS 
TURN BACK 
Line up four, go up and back 
Pass on thru, here's what you do 
ENDS CROSS OVER and face that 
two 
Duck to the middle and substitute 
Square thru three-quarters, man 
Find the corner, left allemande . . . 
SCRAMBLE EIGHT 
by Fred Applegate, La Mesa, Calif. 
Forward eight and back with you 
One and three a full square thru 
Four hands 'round, then U turn back 
Just number one box the gnat 
Then square thru three-quarters more 
Left square thru the outside four 
Four hands 'round, then U 	back 
Just number two box the gnat 
Bend the line, square thru, Jack 
Three-quarters 'round, then U turn 
back 
Just number three box the gnat 
Bend the line, square thru, Jack 
Three-quarters 'round, then U turn 
back 
Just number four box the gnat 
Bend the line, square thru, Jack 
Three-quarters 'round, then U turn 
back 
Ends box the gnat across from you 
Bend the line and square thru 
Three-quarters 'round, count 'em, 
man 
Allemande left . . . 
WHEN THE SAINTS GO MARCHING IN 
by Andy Andrus 
Record: Blue Star No. 1590 — Instru-
mental/calls by Andy Andrus. 
Opener, Break, Closer: 
Allemande left and allemande thar, 
go right and left and make a star 
Gents back up and make a right hand 
star 
Shoot that star go full around, partner 
right and pull her by 
Allemande left, grand old right and 
left around 
"When the saints go marching in," 
swing your gal, promenade back 
home again 
We're gonn'a have a ball, down at the 
Square Dance hall 
"When the saints go marching in . ." 
Figure: 
One and three go up and back, for-
ward again and box the gnat 
Pull her by around just one, four in 
line 
Go forward eight and back, box the 
gnat across the track 
Join eight hands, circle left around 
that ring 
Side two star thru, pass on thru and 
swing, swing that gal, promenade 
around that ring 
Take a walk around the bend, we'll 
all square up again 
"When the saints go marching in . . ." 
(Sequence: Opener, Figure twice for 
heads, Break, Figure twice for sides, 
Closer.) 
A QUICKIE 
by Singin' Sam Mitchell, Tucson, Ariz. 
Heads to the middle, back to place 
Side couples turn face to face 
Heads go forward and star thru 
Side two couples, you do it, too 
Heads square thru three-quarters, man 
Sides Calif. twirl, left allemande . . . 
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STAR BENT 
by Fred Applegate, La Mesa, Calif. 
The side ladies chain across with you 
One and three, do a full square thru 
All the way 'round and pull 'em thru 
Two and three a half square thru 
One and four, you star thru 
Then bend the line, here's what you 
do 
Two and four a half square thru 
One and three, you star thru 
Then pass thru and half square thru 
Separate, 'round one, face those two 
One and four a half square thru 
Two and three, you star thru 
Then bead the line, cross-trail, man 
Here she comes, left allemande . . . 
A FLOOR STOPPER 
by Vernon "Red" Donaghe 
Houston, Tex. 
Head gents face your corner, box the 
gnat 
All four gents go forward and back 
Square thru in the middle of the 
track 
Four hands now go 'round the world 
Star twirl when you meet the girls 
Then you promenade, go around the 
town 
Just keep on going, don't slow down 
Heads wheel around, watch it, Jack 
Double star tbru, go on to the next 
Half square thru, don't just stand 
Partner right, go right and left grand 
. . . 
A QUICKIE BREAK 
by Bill Peterson, Detroit, Mich. 
Allemande left like an allemande Char 
Go right and left, then form a star 
The gents back up make a right hand 
star 
Shoot that star, a full turn around 
Face that corner, all eight chain 
Go right and left and turn this Jane 
Whirlaway, go right and left 
grand ... 
BUMPER No. 3 
by Del Coalman, Flint, Mich. 
All promenade and don't slow down 
One and three you wheel around 
Right and left thru the couple you 
found 
Pass thru, on to the next, right and 
left thru 
Come right back, a Susie Que 
Opposite right and partner left 
Opposite right and partner left 
Face those two, right and left thru 
Turn that girl, do a half sashay 
Eight to the middle, then back away 
Star thru and substitute 
Now square thur three-quarters 
'round, don't just stand 
Allemande left . . . 
FOOLING AROUND 
by Gloria Rios 
Record: Top No. 25023 — Instrumen-
tal 'calls by Gloria Rios. 
Opener, Break, Closer: 
Allemande your corner, do-sa-do your 
own 
Men star by the left, go once around, 
you know 
Star twirl, and then you do a left alle-
mande 
And a grand old right and left around 
the land 
And when you meet your lady, box 
the gnat, pull her by 
Allemande your corner, do-sa-do, by 
and by 
You promenade her home and there 
you swing you see 
Then come on back and swing around 
with me. 
Figure: 
Four little ladies chain and now you 
turn that girl 
Side two ladies chain and heads, you 
promenade (head ladies chain back) 
Go three quarters 'round and then 
come through the sides (heads) 
You star thru, and cross trail and find 
the corner there 
Allemande the corner lady, turn a 
right hand 'round your own 
Swat the flea with the corner, prom-
enade her home 
And when you're tired of swinging 
'round with two or three 
Then come on back and swing around 
with me. 
(Sequence: Opener, Figure twice for 




by Bob Van Antwerp 
Record: MacGregor No. 8905 — In-
strumental calls by Bob Van Ant-
werp. 
Opener and Break: 
Four ladies chain the ring 
You turn and chain the ladies home 
again 
You rollaway, grand right and left 
you know, don't be slow. 
When you meet this new little lady, 
do-sa-do 
And then let's all promenade 
Now men just turn around and swing 
this maid 
You swing your lady 'round and take 
her along 
Sing that or song, we're Alabamy 
Bound. 
Figure: 
( Now) one and three square thru 
Four hands around and then a half 
square thru 
Make lines of four, go forward out 
and back 
Then California twirl 
Pass thru, face your partner, then star 
tin u 
Allemande the corner girl 
Grand right and left, go walking 
'round the world 
You find your lady, promenade that 
ring 
Go home and swing, we're Alabamy 
Bound. 
(Sequence: Opener; Figure twice for 
heads; Break; Figure twice for 
sides.) 
DIXIE STAR THRU BREAK No. 1 
by Gordon Blaum, Miami, Fla. 
Side ladies chain across from you 
Head couples cross-trail, go 'round 
two 
Hook on the end and circle up eight 
Circle to the left and don't be late 
Reverse back in single file 
Take a little walk Indian style 
Gents turn back, dixie star thru 
When you're thru, double pass thru 
First couple left, the next one right 
Cross-trail with the first in sight 
Allemande left . . . 
CORNER PROMENADE 
by Del Coolman, Flint, Mich. 
Promenade the corner, don't slow 
down 
One and three you wheel around 
Right and left thru the two you found 
Circle up four, you're doing fine 
Head gents break and form a line 
Forward eight and back with you 
Star thru, allemande . . . 
DOODLE-DE-DO 
by Earl Johnston 
Record: Grenn No. 12041 Instrumen-
tal jcalls by Earl Johnston. 
Opener, Break and Closer: 
Allemande left and allemande thar, go 
right and left and now make a star 
The men wheel in, the right hand in, 
oh boy, what a star 
Let the star to the heavens whirl, go 
right and left to the second girl 
New thar, brand new star, wheel in 
again 
Well shoot the star, go right and left 
grand, it's every other girl with ev-
ery other hand 
When you meet your lady fair, you 
do-sa-do around her there 
Promenade, come two by two, you 
take her home with you 
She'll "doodle - de - do, doodle-de-do, 
doodle-de-do" with you. 
Figure: 
Four little ladies promenade around 
inside the big old ring 
Home you go, box the gnat, men star 
left, get moving men 
Home you go, it's catch all eight with 
the right hand half way 'round 
Back by the left, go all the way 
'round, find the corner do-sa-do 
Around that corner, then you run back 
home and see-saw around your own 
That corner swing and whirl, prom- 
enade that pretty girl 
Promenade, come two by two, you 
take her home with you 
She'll "doodle - de - do, doodle-de-do, 
doodle-de-do" with you. 
(Sequence: Opener, Figure twice, 






• "AL" JOHNSON'S RECORDS 
Newcomb p.a. equipment 
4148 - 10th Ave. So. 
Minneapolis 7, Minn. TA-3-4662 
• ANDY'S RECORD CENTER 
order by post card — we'll bill you 
3942 W. North Avenue 
Chicago 47, III. CA-7-1072 
• ART'S RADIO DOC 
s / d records and Califones 
409 Second Ave., S.E. 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
• THE CORRAL 
wares for squares 
4664 Seng Road 
Muskegon, Mich., SW-8-1729 
• ENGLE'S S/D & WESTERN SHOP 
most complete rid shop in Midwest 
3701 W. 10th Street 
Indianapolis 22, Ind. ME-7-3098 
• MIDWEST RADIO COMPANY 
charge accounts invited 
3414-16 W. North Avenue 
Milwaukee 8, Wis. HI-4-4671 
• SCHLEUNING'S RECORD SERVICE 
square and round dance records 
Rt. No. 2, Box 15 
Rapids City, S. Dak. 343-2517 
• SQUARE DANCE & RECORD SHOP 
clothing and records 
6508 Ogden . Avenue 
Berwyn, Illinois 
• SQUARE YOUR SETS 
serving dancers since 1947 
P.O. Box 262 
Moline, Illinois, 764-0153 
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M Pow Workshop 
NEW 
BASICS 
New "basics" add variety and interest to square 
dancing. Some become a permanent part of our 
activity, some die a fast death. Each month 
a current proposed "basic" is explained and 
workshopped for your consideration. 
CURLIQUE GIMMICK 
by Clarence Watson, Blue Springs, Mo. 
"Curlique" is a movement executed 
by a man and a woman from a face-
to-face position. They touch right 
hands at shoulder height. The man 
walks around halfway (90 ) and the 
woman makes a three-quarters left 
face turn under the man's right arm, 
and they finish in a palm star, right 
shoulder to right shoulder, facing op-
posite directions. 
CURLIQUE EXAMPLES 
by Clarence Watson, Blue Springs, Mo. 
The heads go forward, back with you 
Go forward again and CURLIQUE 
(heads are now single file; men be- 
hind their partners) 
Split the sides, turn left 
Follow your Jane around one 
Down the center with a dixie chain 
Ladies go left, gents right 
Allemande left . . . 
The head two ladies chain across 
Turn 'em boys, and don't get lost 
The head two couples a half square 
thru 
Right and left thru the outside two 
Turn your girl, now CURLIQUE 
Follow your Jane 
Move on to the next, dixie chain 
Lady go left, gent go right 
Left allemande . . . 
Four ladies chain, a grand chain four 





• EDITH MURPHY'S PROM. SHOP 
latest records on approval 
c'o Square Acres 
East Bridgewater, Mass. 
• DANCE RECORD CENTER 
fastest service — biggest stock 
1159 Broad Street 
Newark 2, N.J. MA-2-0024 
• RECORD CENTER 
folk-square-educational records 
2581 Piedmont Road, N. E. 
Atlanta 5, Ga. 
WEST 
• AQUA RECORD SHOP 
largest s/d record stock in NW 
1203!/2 Westlake Ave. N. 
Seattle 9, Wash. AT-4-9966 
• ARVALEE'S RECORDS 
try our fast service 
2519 Concord Dr. 
Irving, Texas 
• MAIL ORDER RECORD SERVICE 
send 4c stamp for our new catalog 
P.O. Box 7176 
Phoenix, Arizona 
• SQUARE DANCE SQUARE 
we have "pops" for rounds 
1928 W. Valley Blvd. 
Alhambra, Calif. 
CANADA 
• CANADIAN MUSIC SALES CORP. 
largest stock in Canada 
58 Advance Road 
Toronto 18, Ontario 
Head ladies face your corner, box the 
gnat 
Square your sets, we'll dance like that 
Four boys go forward up, back with 
you 
Forward again, half square thru 
CURLIQUE with the outside two 
You single file, move 'round the land 
Meet the girls, do a dixie grand 
Go right left right, pull her by 
Allemande left . . 
Head ladies chain, that's what you do 
Same two couples pass thru 
Separate, go around one 
Come into the center and CURLIQUE 
Turn left and follow that Jane 
Go around one 
Down the center with a dixie chain 
Lady go left, gent go right, 'round one 
Come into the center, box the gnat 
CURLIQUE the other way back 
Split the sides, lady go left, gent go 
right 
Meet your partner with a CURLIQUE 
You are in a two-hand star 
Go one full turn as you are 
Left allemande . . . 
One and three, you bow and swing 
Lead on out to the right of the ring 
Circle four, you're doing fine 
The head gents break and make a line 
Forward eight and back with you 
Forward again, right and left thru 
Box the gnat across from you 
CURLIQUE to a right-hand star 
Back by the left, but not too far 
Head ladies chain in the center, you do 
Square thru three-quarters 'round 
Allemande left . . . 
The two head ladies chain 
Turn 'em, boys, we're gone again 
The head two couples cross-trail thru 
Go up the outside, around two 
Meet your partner with a CURLIQUE 
Turn your girl with a pretty laugh 
Head ladies center with a once and 
a half 
Head two men do a left allemande 
Everybody go right and left grand .. . 
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FREE PLUG SERVICE 
Just tell us the name of 
your sound system when 
you order, and we will 
mount the new Electro• 










Since we first started offering trade-ins we have sold 
enough to convince us that this is the most desir-
able Caller's Mike .. . it's the GRAND SLAM on 
the market today! It is now our PERMA-
NENT POLICY to offer (in addition to 





Send us your old "Mike" and 
Check today and we'll ship the 
new "Mike" immediately! 
ELECTRO- VOICE 
MODEL NO. 636 
FREE PLUG SERVICE - See Box Below' 
The New E-V Microphone Features: 
• "SLIMAIR" DYNAMIC 
• CHROME FINISH 
• TILTABLE HEAD 
• 18' CABLE 
• 10'4" LONG 
• FULLY GUARANTEED 
LIST $72.50 	$ 
Special $43,50 
with your old "Mike" 38 
DANCE RECORD CENTER 
1159 BROAD STREET 	 NEWARK 2, NEW JERSEY 
by MARY and BILL LYNN 
We are hoping as the strains of 
"AULD LANG SYNE" fade away this 
New Year's Eve, another happy year 
for Round Dancers and Round Danc-
ing is beginning. The second verse 
of this song ( as written by Robert 
Burns, states: "We've wander'd mony 
a weary foot, Sin' auld lang syne," and 
how true this is, yet the rest of the 
verses tell the true story: "We twa 
ha'e sported i' the burn, from morn-
ing sun till dine, But seas between us 
braid ha'e roar'd Sin' auld lang syne. 
And here's a hand, my trusty frien' 
and gie's a hand 0' thine; We'll tak' 
a cup of kindness yet, For Auld Lang 
Syne." 
The friendly hours spent together, 
the sadness at being at a distance from 
our friends, and the clasping of hands 
as reflected in the old song are equally 
characterized in our activity. 
How many times have you heard 
Round Dancers say that the most im-
portant thing to them is the wonder-
ful people with whom they become 
acquainted, not the number of dances 
they may, or may not, know? Festival 
Friends often become Fast Friends. 
Some people may feel that the New 
Year means "Off with the old—On 
with the new." But to Round Danc-
ers, New Year's means renewing old 
friendships, keeping some of our old 
dance favorites, yet also being ever-
ready to seek out new friends and 
have them join hands in the ever-
expanding circle of Round Dancers. 
SPOTLIGHT ON STYLE 
We have a "Styling Hint" from 
Ivan and Molly Lowder, Round Dance 
Instructors and Leaders of Compton, 
California. The Lowders say: "As you 
know, Round Dance Styling is inter-
preted in different ways in various sec-
tions of the country. Interpretation of 
good styling being influenced not only 
by differences in personalities, sizes, 
shapes and ages, but also by local tradi-
tions and individual preference. 
"One thing we believe to be of great 
importance in good styling is the dis-
position of hands and arms—particu-
larly the free hand. We prefer the 
free arm to be curved, and held slight-
ly away from the side and forward 
from waist high to shoulder high de-
pending on the type of dance. Fingers 
should be cupped and palm down. 
The arm must not be sharply angled 
and must not be allowed to dangle be-
low the waist at 'half mast'." 
This is food for much thought and 
perhaps personal checking of our own 
styles. The Lowders have written 
some of our fine dances such as 
"Think," "Jealous Cha-Cha" and the 
seasonal favorite, "Christmas Waltz." 
This month's new rounds include 
DEEP PURPLE and WALTZING ON 
THE MALL from Grenn, SANTA 
BARBARA WALTZ and IN A LIT-
TLE SECOND HAND SHOP from 
Windsor, LAVENDER WALTZ from 
Sets In Order, C A T A L I N A and 
DANCE YOUR CARES AWAY from 
Rio. On the "pop" labels and being 
done around the country are YOGI 
(Rock and Roll Cha Cha) (Hi), BOO-
GIE WOOGIE TWO-STEP (Hi ),MY 
KIND OF GIRL (Warwick), LAZY 
QUICK-STEP (Mercury) . 
Got to go practice with our snow 
shovel due to inconsiderate weather 
but will SEE YOU 'ROUND. 
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Rouad &pee orkshop 
DITED BY MARYt BILL. LYNN 
ON THE CAROUSEL 
by Don Armstrong 
Record: Lloyd Shaw No. 242. 
Position: Couples in a single circle, all 
with hands joined and facing COH, 
W on M's right. 
Footwork: Opposite throughout. 
Meas: 
Dance: 
1-4 Rock Fwd, Touch, -; Back, Touch, 
-; Ladies Roll Right; Join Hands. 
Starting M's L (W's R) balance 
fwd, touch, and hold; then balance 
back on M's R, touch and hold; as 
M does a step, touch and hold swd 
to L; and a step, touch and hold swd 
to R; all W roll R-face to their R 
across in front of their corners, mo-
mentarily joining both hands as 
they do so, and ending facing the 
center in the large circle as their 
previous corner's new pt. 
5-8 Repeat meas 1-4 making second 
pt change. 
9-12 Rock Fwd, Touch, -; Back, Touch, 
-; Men Roll Left; Join Hands; 
Balance fwd and back in meas 1-2; 
then as W does a step, touch and 
hold swd to R, and a step, touch and 
hold swd to L, all the M roll L-face 
to their L across in front of their 
corners, momentarily joining both 
hands as they do so, ending facing 
the center with their previous corn-
er as their new pt. 
13-16 Repeat meas 9-12 making 
fourth pt change. 
17-20 Rock Fwd, Touch, -; Back, Touch, 
-; Everybody Roll Across; Join 
Hands; 
Balance fwd and back as in meas 
1-2. Then, as W repeats her action 
of rolling R-face to the R, XIF of M 
but without hands being touched 
M also rolls to L with L-face roll 
crossing in back of W. End facing 
center in the large circle with pre-
vious corners as new pts. 
21-24 Repeat meas 17-20 making 
sixth pt change. 
Ending facing the new pt with both 
hands joined, M facing LOD. 
25-28 Step, Swing, -; Step, Swing, -; 
Slide, In, -; Slide, In, -; 
Stepping twd COH swd on M's L 
W's R, swing other ft XIF, and 
hold; step twd wall on M's R, swing 
other ft XIF, and hold; taking one 
step per meas, - step, draw-step, twd 
COH and repeat; 
29-32 Step, Swing, -; Step, Swing, -; 
Lady Twirls; Join Hands; 
Step away from COH on M's R, 
swing other ft XIF, and hold; step 
twd COH on M's L, swing other ft 
XIF and hold; as M slides out W 
twirls L-face under her L and M's R 
hands in two meas, ending facing 
center in the circle with all hands 
joined ready to begin the dance 
again. 
DEEP PURPLE 
by Nita and Manning Smith 
Record: Grenn No. 14034 
Footwork: Opposite throughout. 
Meas: 
Introduction: 
1-4 Wait 2 meas; Back Away, Step, 
Step, -; Together, Step, Step, -; end-
ing in semi closed pos. 
Dance: 
Part A 
1-4 Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step; 
Side, Close, Side, Close; Side, Close, 
Cross, -; 
In semi closed pos do two fwd two-
steps along LOD turning on final 
count to face pt and take closed pos 
with M's back to COH; in LOD do 
24 
side, close, side, close; side, close 
(L, R, L, R, L, R), cross L over R 
twd RLOD in L open pos, hold 1 ct; 
5-8 Circle Away, Step, Step, -; Togeth-
er, Step, Step, -; Side, Close, Side, 
Close; Side, Close, Cross, -; 
Releasing joined hands and turning 
away from pt to M's R and W's L 
dance small circle on floor stepping 
R, L, R, hold; L, R, L, hold 1 ct; take 
closed pos with M's back to COH 
and do side, close, side, close; side, 
close, (R, L, R, L, R, L), cross R 
over L twd LOD, hold 1 ct; 
9-12 Two Step Turn; Two Step Turn; 
Fwd, Close, Back, Close; Walk, -, 
2, -; 
Do two right face turning (two-
steps) in closed pos progressing in 
LOD to end in closed pos with M 
facing LOD; step fwd on L, close R 
to L, step back on L, close R to L; 
walk two slow steps in LOD in 
closed pos turning one quarter R 
face on last ct to face wall; 
13-16 Two Step Turn; Two Step Turn; 
Fwd, Close, Back, Close; Walk, -, 2, 
-; Repeat action of meas 9-12. 
Part B 
17-20 Side, Close, Cross, -; Side, Close, 
Cross, — ; Fwd, Close, Back, Close; 
Walk, -, 2, -; 
In closed pos with M facing wall 
step side in LOD on L, close R to L, 
turning to sidecar pos cross L over 
R in RLOD (W crosses R behind), 
hold 1 ct; turning to closed pos step 
side in RLOD on R, close L to R, 
turning to banjo pos cross R over L 
in LOD, hold 1 ct; in banjo pos step 
fwd in LOD on L, close R to L, step 
back on L, close R to L; in banjo pos 
walk two slow steps fwd in LOD 
turning on last ct 1 R face to face 
wall in closed pos with M's back to 
COH, hold 1 ct; 
21-24 Side, Close, Cross, -; Side, Close, 
Cross, -; Fwd, Close, Back, Close; 
Walk, -, 2, -; 
LIQUIDATION of STOCK — Going Out of Business 
ORDER your YARD GOODS and TRIMMINGS at these 
LOW, LOW PRICES 
while color ranges and braid patterns 	 Send 25' for COMPLETE folder with 
arc in good supply 	 illustrations, dress and yardage samples. 
By the Yard ... 
Cotton Georgette . . . the finest quality 	Regularly S1.49 yd. — Close out at 51.00 yd. 
Cloth . . . no-iron, semi-sheer 	Regularly 	.85 yd. — Close out at 	.59 yd. 
Braids . . . ornamental and keyed to 
Georgette and Zuni colors 	 Specially Priced 
Accessory Trims . . . attractive and unusual Specially Priced 
Orders on Our Beautiful SQUAW DRESSES 
Accepted at Regular Prices 
Dept. 3 
1736 Crest Dr., Topeka, Kan. 
    
4frs 96witaliaot . . . 
TO NEW or EXPERIENCED CALLERS Examine for 15 Days Without Obligation 
ealtiot9" 
Written by Don Bell and Bob Dawson 
We know you will thoroughly appreciate this BRAND NEW comprehensive 
textbook teaching 
"TOMORROW'S CALLING METHODS TODAY." 
5 days after you receive the book send 59.95 purchase price) or return the book. Order now from 
THE KEYS TO CALLING — 4715 Greenwich Drive, Sarasota, Florida 
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We Have Been Saving This 
One — FOR THE NEW YEAR! 
It is not "just another Round Dance." 
Rarely have we been so excited about a 
waltz — interesting and heart-warming to 
dance; so basically simple that it teaches 
itself; so beautiful that you'll sing with joy 
as you dance it. 
The mixer that backs it is a beauty, and 
Fred Bergin's music is in sensitive good 
taste. 
No. 243 — VAYA CON DIOS 
Waltz by Carlotta Hegemann of San Antonio 
No. 244 — WALTZ BALLONET 
Mixer by Mary and Fred Collette of Atlanta 
Here is the TRULY GREAT WALTZ you have 
iseen waiting for. 
Ask for our catalog. 
LLOYD SHAW RECORDINGS, INC. 
P.O. Box 203, Colorado Springs, Colorado 
    
Travel 100 miles each 
way (one square or 
more) to attend club or 
open dance. For appli• 
cation form write: 
WASHINGTON KNOTHEADS 
P.O. Box 245 — Gig Harbor, Wash. 
Newcomb Amplifiers 
Square and Round Dance Records 
Western Apparel 
9 	(1VElLEtn 
1557 Western Avenue, Toledo 9, Ohio 
JOHN FRIES — EV 5-4741 
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Repeat meas 17-20 floating apart on 
last step to end in butterfly pos with 
M's back to COH; 
25-28 Vine, 2, 3, 4; 5, 6, 7, Brush; 
Step, Tap, Step, Touch; Side, Close, 
Side, Touch; 
In butterfly pos and travelling in 
LOD do 7 steps of grapevine turn-
ing to open pos facing LOD on 7th 
step and brush R foot fwd in LOD 
on 8th ct (W crosses behind M cros-
ses behind ); step fwd on R, tap toe 
of L foot to floor behind R heel, 
step back in RLOD on L and resume 
butterfly pos, touch R beside L; step 
R in RLOD, close L to R, step side 
on R, touch L to R; 
29-32 Vine, 2, 3, 4; 5, 6, 7, Brush; 
Step, Tap, Step, Touch; Side, Close, 
Side, Touch; 
Repeat meas 25-28 to end in semi-
closed pos ready to start Part A. 
Ending; 
On last time thru Part A change ac-
tion of meas 15 and 16 to two slow 
twirls as M walks four slow steps 
fwd in LOD. Bow and curtsy. 
(Sequence: AB AB A) 
CATALINA 
by Lorraine and Dean Ellis 
Record: Rio No. 102. 
Position: Open-facing, M's back twd 
COH, M's R & W's L hands joined. 
Footwork: Opposite throughout. 
Meas: 
Introduction: 
1-2 Wait; Wait; 
3-4 Apart, Point, -; Together, Touch, -; 
Wait 2 meas in open-facing pos; pts 
step bwd away from each other, M 
twd COH on L, W twd wall on R, 
point free toe twd pt, hold 1 ct; step 
diag twd wall and RLOD on R ft 
swinging joined hands twd RLOD 
& extended out at shoulder height, 
touch L toe beside R ft, hold 1 ct. 
Dance: 
1-4 Waltz Away; Waltz to Banjo; 
Waltz Fwd; Step, Touch,- (to butter-
fly sidecar); 
Starting L ft and swinging joined 
hands fwd, waltz 1 meas fwd down 







CALLER — CHARLIE GUY 
Las Vegas, Nev. 
MUSIC — VEGAS RAMBLERS 
Charlie is a new caller on 
Old Timer label. He does a 
good job calling. Try this. 
We think you will like it. 
send 4c stamp for 
complete listing 
OLD TIMER RECORDS 
708 E. Weldon 
Phoenix 14, Ariz. 
swinging joined hands bwd and 
starting R ft, M waltzes fwd in 
LOD as W starts L ft and makes a 
1,/ 2 face turn in 3 steps while pro-
gressing down LOD to end in but-
terfly banjo pos; starting L ft waltz 
1 meas fwd in LOD; as M steps fwd 
R with a very short step, W steps 
back L with a slightly longer step 
allowing pts to assume a butterfly 
sidecar pos. M facing slightly R of 
LOD, M touches L toe beside R ft, 
hold 1 ct. 
5-8 Twinkle Out; Twinkle In; Solo 
Turn, 2, Close; On Around, 2, Close; 
In butterfly sidecar pos and starting 
L ft, do two traveling waltz twink-
les, M crossing in front and W cross-
ing in back, ending the first twinkle 
in butterfly banjo and the second in 
butterfly pos, M's back to COH; re-
lease leading hands and swing trail-
ing hands through and then release 
as pts make a slow solo turn down 
LOD in 2 meas, M turning L face 
and W turning R face, each making 
a 3/4 turn to end briefly in butter-
fly pos M's back to COH. 
9-16 Repeat Action of Meas 1-8, end-
ing in Skirt Skaters pos facing LOD. 
17-20 Fwd Waltz; Fwd Waltz; Bal 
Fwd/Turn, 2, 3; Bal Bwd/Turn, 2, 
3; 
In skirt skaters pos and starting L 
ft, waltz 2 meas fwd in LOD, mov-
ing slightly in and out; still in skirt 
skaters pos, bal diag fwd on L turn-
ing 1,74 L face to face COH, step R 
beside L, step in place on L; bal 
diag bwd on R turning 1/4 L face, 
step L beside R, step in place on R 
to end facing RLOD. 
21-24 Step, Swing, -; W Rolls Across, 
2, 3; Twinkle; Twinkle (to loose 
closed); 
Step fwd RLOD on L, swing R fwd, 
hold 1 ct; as M starts R ft and waltz-
es fwd with very short steps and al-
most in place, W starts L ft and rolls 
across in front of M, making a full 
L face turn in 3 steps, L,R,L, to end 
facing RLOD in reverse-open pos, 
27 
5011.4ec 
inside hands joined at shoulder 
height. (M leads W across in front 
releasing joined hands on 2nd a. 
On ct 3 as W completes full turn she 
releases R hand from skirt to join 
R with M's L); start L ft fwd in 
RLOD and do 1 twinkle step, both 
crossing in front; start R ft in LOD 
and repeat twinkle step to end in 
loose closed pos, M's back to COH. 
25-28 Side, Behind, Side; Front, Side, 
Close; Dip, -, -; Waltz Maneuver; 
In loose closed pos grapevine down 
LOD in six steps by stepping to L 
side on L ft, step on R ft XIB of L, 
( W also XIB), step to side on L; 
step on R ft XIF of L, (W also 
XIF), step L to side, close R to L; 
in closed pos M dips bwd twd COH 
on L ft, holds 2 as; start fwd twd 
wall on R ft and waltz 1 meas, man-
euvering to closed pos facing RLOD. 
29-32 Waltz (RF); Waltz; Waltz; Twirl 
(to open-facing); 
Start bwd in LOD on L ft and waltz 
3 meas down LOD making 1-1,'2 
RF turns to end facing LOD; as M 
starts R ft and waltzes 1 meas fwd 
in LOD, turning 1/4 R during last 
ct to face wall, W makes a 3 4 RF 
twirl under her R and M's L arm 
with 3 steps, to end facing M and 
COH with M's R and W's L hands 
joined and extended twd RLOD at 
shoulder height, ready to repeat the 
dance; 
ANGERS  "06ligRaC. 





KNOW YOUR HOBBY 
READ A MAGAZINE 
• BOW AND SWING 
$2.00 a year 
Box 891 
Kissimmee, Fla. 
• LET'S SQUARE DANCE 
12 issues $1.00 
26 Coleridge House 
Churchill Gardens 
London, S.W. 1, Eng. 
• MIDWEST DANCER 
$2.00 a year 
314 Cumberland Pkwy. 
Des Plaines, III. 
• NORTHERN JUNKET 
12 issues $2.50 
182 Pearl St. 
Keene 5, N. H. 
• ROUND DANCER 
S3.00 a year 
1250 W. Garnette 
Tucson, Ariz, 
MICHIGAN 
"SQUARE DANCE NEWS" 
A magazine for Square and Round Dancers 
Only $2.00 a Year 
(12 Issues) 
Make check payable to Scott Colburn 
Mail to: 
MICHIGAN SQUARE DANCE NEWS 
14600 Grand River Avenue, 
Detroit 27, Michigan 
Send N-O-W for your copies of 
SQUARE DANCERS GUIDE 
127 Basic Steps Explained In Simplified Terms 
With Illustrations and Large, Clear Print 
ROUND DANCERS GUIDE 
30 Basic Figures of Round Dancing 
Including Waltz, Fox Trot, Two-Step, etc. 
These books are a MUST for your 
Dance Library 
Send $1.00 plus 10c postage for both books to: 
(Californians add 4c tax) 
NOBLE E. SPEES 
24602 Eshelman Ave., Lomita, Calif. 
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SQUARE - 'N - ROUND'S 
HAWAIIAN HOLIDAYS 
SQUARE DANCE TOUR 
Personally escorted by Les Gotcher 
BY POPULAR DEMAND TWO SEPARATE TOURS in '62 
August 3rd to the 12th 
and 
Feb. 2nd to the 11th (Limited) 
STANDARD AIRWAYS 
"PINK CLOUD SERVICE" 
Looking for the perfect Hawaiian vacation? For the languid splendor the word 
"Hawaii" stands for? Sun-dappled days on the white sands of Waikiki . . . 
moon-washed nights stirred by whispering palms . . . the hush of the surf . . . 
the haunting strains of guitar and ukelele? For luxurious relaxation . . . plus 
every provision for your favorite recreational activity — Square dancing? 
9 Fabulous Days 
ALL OF THIS . . . 
* Tour of the Island, lunch at the Waoli Tea Room 
* Pearl Habor cruise on "My Adventure" 
* Tour the Dole Pineapple Factory 
* Attend the "Kodak Camera and Hulu Show" 
* See and hear the "Hawaii Calls" broadcast 
* Enjoy a Polynesian Luau, 3 hrs. of continuous entertainment 
and feasting 
* Plenty of Square Dancing. and so much more . . 
All for the very low price of $279.50 per person, including tax. 
Write for FREE, COLORFUL BROCHURE 
HAWAIIAN HOLIDAYS 
409 SOUTH WINTON AVENUE, LA PUENTE, CALIFORNIA 
Itecord 4= Rev iewo 
By Frank L. Kaltman 
AQUA No. 126 	 When The Work's All Done This Fail/Instrumental 
Square Dance called by Vernon Hutton 
A very interesting novelty including a yodel chorus. Callers who can yodel will 
enjoy doing this one. 
BLUE STAR No. 1589 	 Mexico/Instrumental 
Square Dance called by Andy Andrus 
"Mexico" is a more or less medium level glossary call. The call is as good as 
could be done to this recording. 
BLUE STAR No. 1590 	When The Saints Go Marching In/Instrumental 
Square Dance called by Andy Andrus 
Here is a sensational record, and one that should be in every box. A wonderful 
recording of the Dixieland "The Saints." The call is excellently performed by 
Andy Andrus. 
LIGHTNING S No. 1101 	 This Land Is Your Land/Instrumental 
Square Dance called by Don Franklin 
A very well-done singing call, which might achieve popularity. 
LIGHTNING S No. 508 	 Square Dance Blues/Instrumental 
Square Dance called by Marvin Shilling 
One of the finest blues recordings we have ever heard. If you can handle 
blues-type music, this is your meat. It is a sensational recording on both in-
strumental and called side. 
LIGHTNING S No. 703 	 Little Joe, The Wrangler/Instrumental 
Square Dance called by Buzz Brown 
A very well-done call in excellent style, with a fine instrumental. This is old 
folk music, and Buzz Brown does it proud. 
MacGREGOR No. 8955 	 Blue Ridge Mountain Blues 
Square Dance called by Fenton "Jonesy" Jones 
This is in the usual Jones), style, and the level is medium club. The instrumental 
is terrific. 
MacGREGOR No. 8965 	 Having A Wonderful Time Instrumental 
Square Dance called by Bob Van Antwerp 
A very nicely delivered medium-level club call, beautifully sung by Bob 
Van Antwerp. 
OLD TIMER No. 8173 	 Orange Blossom Special/Duke's Down Beat 
Hoedowns played by Able's Square Notes 
A rather mediocre pair of hoedowns. 
OLD TIMER No. 8174 	 If You Don't Someone Else Will/Instrumental 
Square Dance called by Jack Petri 
A well called singing cali with a rather undistinguished figure. The instru-
mental is adequate. 
KEENO No. 2190 	 An Apple for The Teacher/Instrumental 
Square Dance called by Harold Bausch 
"Apple for the Teacher" might achieve some success. A well-done job by 
Harold Bausch. 
KEENO No. 2200 	 Wooden Heart/Instrumental 
Square Dance called by Harold Bausch 
"Wooden Heart," it seems to us, is not the best kind of tune for square danc-
ing. 
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DASH No. 2535 	 Fickle Heart/Instrumental 
Square Dance called by Bob Morris 
A singing call in sort of a hillbilly style. Modern club figure, medium level. 
SETS IN ORDER No. 116 	 Billy/Instrumental 
Square Dance called by Lee Helsel 
Lee Helsel does a splendid job with this very simple singing call. 
SETS IN ORDER No. 117 	 Skipping Along/Instrumental 
Square Dance called by Johnny LeClair 
"Skipping Along" is a rollicking 6;'8 recording by Johnny LeClair. We be-
lieve this is the best recording of the month. 
TOP No. 25025 	 Somebody Stole My Gal Instrumental 
Square Dance called by Ed Michl 
A wonderful performance by both the orchestra and the caller. Terrific high 
level figures, terrifically performed high level calling, for high level dancers. 
TOP No. 25026 	 Say Si Si/Instrumental 
Square Dance called by Don Duffin 
Another smooth, beautifully performed call for the advanced club dancer. The 
instrumental is perfect. 
LONGHORN LP No. 600 	 Dancing With Red at The 60 Club 
Square Dance called by Red Warrick 
Red Warrick fans will probably like this one very much. It is extremely high 
level, and a step in a new direction by Red. It is up in the stratosphere, and is 
exclusively for very experienced club dancers. 
GO No. 102 	 Prairie Moon/Instrumental 
Square Dance called by Mac McCoslin 
Another singing call, glossary figures. 
MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITY 
You can become part of the booming square dance industry. Earn big 
profits selling square and round dance records in your area. The 
specialist record distributors listed below will set you up in business if 
you can qualify. They carry all square and round dance labels and 
books and con offer fast efficient service. If you are already a dealer of 
square dance accessories and clothing, here's your chance to add to your 
volume profitably. Contact distributor nearest you for complete details. 
No obligation. 
WRITE TODAY TO DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST YOU 
ARIZONA 
Old Timer Distributors 
708 E. Weldon, Phoenix GEORGIA Record Distributors 
2.581 Piedmont Rd. N.E., Atlanta 
NEW JERSEY 
uance Record Distributors 
1159 Broad St., Newark 
CALIFORNIA 
Corsair-Continental Corp. 
5528 N. Rosemead Blvd., 
Temple City 
CANADA 
Canadian Music Sales 
58 Advance Rd., Toronto 18, Ont. 
Gerry Hawley 




P.O. Box 62, Moline 
MICHIGAN 
Square Dance Speolalties 
14600 Grand River, Detroit 27 
MISSOURI 
Webster Record Distributors 
124 W. Lockwood, 
St. Louis 19  
OHIO 
Twelgrenn Enterprises 
P.O. Box 16, Bath 
TEXAS 
Merrbach Record Sales 
323 W. 19th Street, Houston 
UTAH 
Vern Yates Distributors 
936 E. 4th South, Salt Lake City 
WASHINGTON 
Western Dance Distributors 
1230 Westlake Ave. N, Seattle 9 
Square & Round Dance Whole-NEBRASKA 
sale 	 Square Dance Distributors 
455 W. Broadway, Vancouver, B.C. 1815 Douglas St., Omaha 
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Portable Record Player and 
Complete Sound System . . . 
Ploys all records up to 12" — all 4 speeds and 
variable speed control. Automatic phono start. 
Wide-range 10-watt peak amplifier. Complete 
sound system in single easy-to•carry case with 
heavy-duty 12" speaker and 25 ft. cable, all for 
less than $100. 
FREE MIKE! Enclose entire amount ($99.50) 
check or M.O. and receive a fine quality Ameri• 
can-mode mike as bonus. No risk — satisfaction 
guaranteed or money back. 
CALLERS SOUND SERVICE 
11041 So. Tolman Ave., Chicago 55, Illirois 
JEWELRY 
DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER 
TO YOU ! 
Made by Square Dancers 
For Square Dancers 
Pins, Bracelets, Pendants, Ear-
rings, Bolos, Key Chains, Belt 
Buckles, Car Emblems, Etc. 
FRANK L. WILMARTH CO. 
6 Curtis St., East Providence 14, R.I. 
Lightning Strikes Again 
508 SQUARE DANCE BLUES 
flip-singing -by Marvin Shilling 
1 101 THIS IS YOUR LAND 
flip-singing by Don Franklin 
2001 BLUEBONNET RAG; COLORADO 
BREAKDOWN 
hoedown instrumental with Bluebonnet Orchestra 
LIGHTNING S RECORD CO. 










One of the nationally known callers, 
who stopped to give us advice at our 
callers association, stated that a be-
ginning caller should always call for 
beginning dancers. His reason for the 
statement is that if the beginning call-
er calls for an experienced group 
they will always remember him as a 
beginning caller. 
Sending a green caller to teach a 
bunch of green dancers is just like 
sending a boy to do a man's work! 
The caller who calls for beginners 
calls and teaches! The caller who calls 
for experienced dancers need only 
call. Now, should we believe the mis-
take that if one knows how to dance, 
and call, he can necessarily "teach" 
also? 
We are always concerned with 
getting new square dancers. We 
should be just as concerned with 
teaching them correctly. We all de-
plore the number of people who 
merely come in contact with square 
dancing, but who have not become 
finished dancers. How many of these 
same dancers have been chased away 
by inept and inexperienced callers 
and teachers? 
Time after time I have had dancers 
come to me after a dance and remark, 
"You make things so clear," or, "I 
can understand you." Implicit in 
these statements is the fact that at 
some time or another a caller they had 
danced to had not made things clear 
for them. Many of these dancers have 
told me that, because of a prior un-
satisfactory experience with a caller, 
they were reluctant to attend any 
other dances. Now, they were glad 
they had come! They found that not 
all callers were so hard to understand. 
Aside from the teaching angle, let's 







CUDDLE UP A LITTLE CLOSER 
flip instrumental 
No. 901 









and THE MAVERICKS 
MAC GREGOR 
RECORDS 
729 S. Western Avenue 




not heard calling before, he can not 
tell the difference between good and 
bad calling. He can tell whether the 
caller is making himself understood; 
he can tell if the caller is with the 
beat; and he can tell whether he is 
dancing to the phase of the music. 
What he cannot tell is that al-
though this caller can't be understood, 
some other caller can be! Just pos-
sibly, he will conclude that one needs 
a special education to understand a 
caller. The beginning dancer will not 
believe it will be worth the trouble 
to obtain this special training, and 
consequently drop from the rank of 
dancers. 
We need new dancers. We need 
to keep those who start. Let's not 
chase them away by letting loose a 
bunch of beginning callers to practice 
on them. 
Let the prospective caller just learn 
to call. Let him learn clarity, rhythm, 
command, phrasing. Let him practice 
on dancers who can dance and will let 
him concentrate on his calling until 
he learns that. Then let him learn 
how to teach. 
Teaching also should first be prac-
ticed on students who will require 
little from the caller. Just as a stu-
dent teacher does practice teaching, 
the prospective teachers of square 
dancing should attend teaching call-
er's classes. He should choose those 
styles and methods best suited to him. 
He should then plan a beginner's 
dance and rehearse it at least in his 
mind. 
A new caller is then ready to call 
for beginning dancers. He will make 
some mistakes, but he is not so likely 





by BERNIE EGAN 
Alternate figures and negative or 
do-nothing movements enable a caller 
to expand his repertoire to infinity 
simply by using his accustomed calls 
and adding spice by the use of either 
alternate or do-nothing movements. 
This formula applies to approxi-
mately 95' of the squares called. We 
are eliminating from discussion the 
5ce of the squares that are in the 
"traveling couple" or "opposite part-
ner" category and the four-time (sing-
ing) class which require slightly dif-
ferent techniques to enhance. 
The position of the dancers is the 
important thing. As all the squares 
will end in a left allemande and a 
right and left grand, the dancers must 
be in correct order, 1-2-3-4, with either 
their partner on their right side or 
their corner on their left side, as a 
couple. 
The purpose of any set of move-
ments in a Square Dance is to start the 
dancers in the correct position, shuffle 
them around and return them to the 
correct position for an allemande left. 
For a prime example, we will take 
the old square, "Ends Turn In" and 
break it down into its component 
parts. 
OPENER: 
One and three go forward up and back 
Then split your corner on the inside 
track 
And four in line you stand 
(Everyone is in correct numerical or-
der, standing beside corner. No act-
ual change.) 
FIGURE: 
Go forward eight and back with you 
Forward again and pass thru 
Join hands again and the ends turn in 
Circle four in the middle of the floor 
Go once around in the middle of the 
ring 
Pass thru and split the ring 
And four in line you stand 
Forward eight and back with you 
Forward again and pass thru 
Join hands again and the ends turn in 
CLOSER: 
Circle four in the middle of the floor 
Once around and feel her heft 
Pass thru, allemande left . . . . 
Now, to change the square through 
the use of alternates and do-nothings 
use the following patterns for openers. 
OPENERS 
One and three go up and back 
Forward again, opposite swing 
Split the sides when you come down 
And four in line you stand. 
or 
One and three go up and back 
Split the ring go 'round two 
Four in line you stand. 
or 
One and three go up and back 
Then cross trail go 'round one 
Into the middle and cross trail 
Split the sides stand four in line. 
or 
One and three forward up and back 
Forward again square thru 
Four hands 'round that's what you do 
Split the sides go 'round one 
Stand four in line, still not done. 
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or 
One and three forward and back 
Right and left thru across the track 
Turn on around, half square thru 
Split the sides stand four in line. 
or 
Heads go forward and back with you 
Now star thru, right and left thru 
Turn on around and pass thru 
Split the sides stand four in line. 
or 
One and three do a right and left thru 
Then cross trail go 'round one 
Forward eight and back that way 
Whirlaway a half sashay. 
or 
One and three pass thru 
Split the ring go 'round one 
Into the middle, 3/4 square thru 
Split the sides stand four in line. 
Any of the above openers may be 
further expanded by the use of do-
nothings. 
One and three a half sashay 
Box the gnat acros the way 
Right and left thru the other way back 
Turn on around and pass thru 
Split the ring around two 
Into the middle, right and left thru 
(continue with one of the openers). 
or 
One and three bow and swing 
Promenade the outside ring 
Half way 'round is what you do 
Down the middle, right and left thru 
(continue with one of openers). 
or 
Head two ladies chain across 
Side two ladies chain across 
Four ladies chain a grand chain four 
(continue with one of openers). 
These are only a few of the many 
changes that can be worked out for 
openers. Next month we'll discuss ex-
panding figures. 
(CONTINUED NEXT MONTH) 
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TWO NEW RELEASES 
NO. 1013 
DREAMY MELODY 
CALLER: BILLY LEWIS 
NO. 1014 
AFTER YOU'VE GONE 
CALLER: C. 0. GUEST 
flip instrumentals 
Rhythm Outlaws Band 
KALOX RECORD DIST. CO. 
316 Starr St., Dallas 3, Tex. 
SQUARE DANCE DRESSES 
Why settle for anything less when an original 
by Bettina can be yours at such moderate cost. 
Send for your FREE copy of our "Portable Show. 
room" and compare the quality, styling and 
value. You'll be amazed at the savings. 
BILL BETTINA 
2110 N. W. Miami Court — Miami 37, Fla. 
Just Out 
CHEWING GUM - GO 104 
Just ask her real polite, "Does your 
chewing gum lose its flavor on the 
bed post overnight?" It's by Allie 
Morvent of Port Arthur, Texas, with 
Eva Nichols and the Lone Star Ram-
blers on the flip side instrumental. 
On the GO and going strong 
"PRAIRIE MOON" & "S. S. LURELINE" 
• 7th MISSISSIPPI FESTIVAL — 
The 7th Annual Mississippi Square 
Dance Festival, featuring Johnny Le 
Claire of Riverton, Wyo. and the 
Rhythm Outlaws of Dallas, Tex., plus 
many other top callers, will be held 
January 26 and 27 in the New Olym- 
pic Room of the Heidelberg Hotel. 
For reservations write to: Andy An- 
derson, 1038 Cedarhill Drive, Jackson, 
Miss. 
• ATTENTION TEENS — The 
11th National Square Dance Conven-
tion to be held in Miami, Fla., June 
14, 15, and 16, 1962, is atempting to 
have a complete youth program this 
year. They would like to have several 
teen age callers and M.C.s. 
Anyone interested should write: 
Frank and Marion Cornwall, 359 N.E. 
104th Street, Miami Shores, Fla. 
• BE A MODEL! — Say ladies, why 
not model your own creations in the 
11th National's own style show. The 
Fashion Chairman is looking for wom-
en's, children's and men's clothing, 
and women who would like to model 
their own clothing. 
If you're interested contact Mr. and 
Mrs. Marshall McIntyre, 3450 N. W. 
79th Street, Miami 47, Fla. 
• ALL NIGHTERS — The Ramb-
lin Rebels of Oak Ridge, Tenn., are 
sponsoring the 3rd Annual All Night-
ers Square Dance, March 3 from 9 
PM till —? 
Bob Durbee, Knoxville, Tenn.; Lou-
is Calhoun, Shelby, N. C.; and Basil 
Pickett, Indianapolis, Ind., will be the 
featured callers for the event. A Hot 
Hash session will climax the night's 
fun at 1:00 A.M. 
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Why Take Chances? 
4, DANCE WITH SAFETY 
Use the "Velco" Twins 
SLO•DOWN Powder to 
reduce slipping 
SPEE-DUP Mild Dance Wax 
No Dust — No Paraffin 
No Abrasives 
Square Dance Dresses 
Mother arid Daughter Dresses 
Peasant Dresses, Peasant 
Blouses and Skirts 
Square Dance Skirts 
Ready to wear and made to order . . . Send 
for brochure and name of local supplier. 
1460 WASHINGTON AVENUE 
MIAMI BEACH, FLA. 	TEL. JE 8-8794 
FROM EASTER IN MEXICO 
with PIUTE. PETE 
"MEXICAN SQUARE DANCE PARTY 
• LAST CALL — All you ardent 
Square and Round Dancers, don't for- 
get the 14th Annual Square Dance 
Festival at the Ramada Inn, Tuscon, 
Ariz. January 19, 20, and 21. 
C. 0. Guest will be the featured 
Square Dance caller, and Bea and 
Blake Adams will do the honors for 
the rounds. Shroeders Playboys will 
provide the music for the event. 
For further information contact: 
Bus Gregory, 4625 Calle Corta, Tus-
con, Ariz. 
• NOTTINGHAM'S BIGGEST —
The Anglo American Square Dance 
Jamboree will be held in Nottingham, 
England at the Elizabethan Ballroom, 
February 17. This year's event prom-
ises to be the biggest and best ever. 
Overnight stays and trips to Robin 
Hood country can be arranged for 
those interested. For additional in-
formation write to: Jim Lees, 11 
Kingswood Road, Wollaton Road, 
Nottingham, England. 
• DANCE-A-CADE — For exper-
ienced Square and Round dancers 
looking forward to a summer vacation 
of fun and fellowship, Dance-A-Cade 
has recently released its 1962 summer 
program. 
Three nationally known Round 
Dance teams, smooth Square Dancing, 
daily Round and Square Dance Work-
shops, caller clinics, individual help 
sessions, teacher discussion groups, 
parties and the "Die Hard Ball" are 
some of the special events of this spe-
cial vacation. For further details write 
to: Dance-A-Cade Vacations, Summit 
Hotel, Union Town, Pa. 
1962" -- APRIL 21st to MAY 6th 
TOUR PRICE. $299. — not incl. airfare to Mexico 
For complete details, contact: 
Ask Mr. Foster Travel Service 
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y. 
16 oz. pkg. Slow-Down or 11 oz. pkg. Speed-Dup 
$1.75 postpaid 
JOHNNY VELOTTA SUPPLY SERVICE 
P.O. Box 69894 - Los Angeles 69, Calif. 
DASH 
Another 45 rpm on 
CALLER'S CHOICE LABEL 
$1.45 
NO. 2532 NORTH 
flip instrumental 
by Jack Iler, Phoenix, Ariz. 
Here's another banjo number that will set your 
feet to tapping like "Banjo Pickers Ball" didl" 
Music by Schroeders Playboys 
Mesa, Ariz. 
DASH RECORD CO. 




1030'4 Westlake Ave., North 
Seattle 9, Washington 
A New Recording Artist Calling An 
Old Favorite With A New Twist 
NO. 126 
WHEN THE WORK'S 
ALL DONE THIS FALL 
flip record with call by 
Vernon Hutton, Topeka, Kan. 
AQUA's Currently 
Most Popular Round 
NO. 215 
SUNNY WALTZ 
for your round dancing pleasure 
SPRING-SUMMER 
1962 







ASK YOUR RECORD DEALER 
FOR A FREE COPY! 
• 4th SAN ANTONIO R D FES-
TIVAL — The San Antonio Round 
Dance Council and the Parks and Rec-
reation Department of San Antonio 
are sponsoring the 4th Annual Round 
Dance Festival, June 8 and 9 at the 
Municipal Auditorium. 
A trail dance Friday night, a brunch 
on Saturday morning, nationally 
known callers, exhibitions, and a 
Round Dance workshop are some of 
the highlights of the Festival. 
There is no charge for the Festival, 
including the brunch. For reservations 
and further information write: Mrs. 
Helen Gipson, Publicity Chairman, 
1006 W. French Place, San Antonio 
12, Tex. 
• ROUND OF THE MONTH —
The Northern California Round Danc-
ers selected "Lingering Lovers" and 
"Our Christmas Waltz" as the out-
standing round dances for Round 
Dancers during November and De-
cember. "Sleepy Time Gal," was se-
lected as the outstanding Square Danc-
er's round. 
Southern California Dancers chose 
"My Kind of Gal" and "Our Christ-
mas Waltz" as their favorite rounds 
for Round Dancers. "Many Tears 
Ago" and "Sleepy Time Gal" were 
chosen as favorites for Square Dancers. 
—Peggy and Beryl Lewis 
• SQUARES INDEXED — AMER-
ICAN SQUARES, the oldest national 
Square, Round, and Folk Dance maga-
zine in the field, is indexed in the 
Guide to Dance Periodicals—Vol. 8, 
which is used by public libraries in 
music and reference divisions, and by 




AMERICAN SQUARES Workshops 
are composed of material written 
by YOU — our readers. Send your 
original and creative material to 
Workshop Editor, AMERICA N  
SQUARES, 2514 - 16th Street, t 
Moline, III. for possible publication. 
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NEW DANCE • NEW CALLER • NEW THRILL 
WINDSOR 
is delighted to present 
Dave Taylor 
as the newest addition. to our staff of 
recording artists. Living in Rose-
ville, Michigan (of which Detroit is 
a suburb) Dave's well-deserved 
popularity is becoming wide spread 
throughout the middle west, east 
coast and southern states. 
For his debut on Windsor label, 
Dave has chosen to do . . . 
"JOSHUA FOUGHT 
THE BATTLE OF JERICO" 
  
V 
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This is a jump-for-joy sort of dance that Dave rocks like a youngster on a pogo 
stick. His calling comes through crisp and clear, and loaded with the enthusiasm 
that every good caller feels for his work. The pace-setting PETE LOFTHOUSE 
Band belts out some music that means a full floor and nobody on base. 
?- 
JUST FOR 	DANCING 
Windsor No. 4807 (Flip - imirumenial) Winhsor Reeords 
cak SQUARE DANCER(  
Add INTEREST AND COLOR to your calling, doom 
displays ...nation rooms. Ng.' with these 
COLORFUL NEW PRINTS III 
Thom EYE-CATCHING BEAUTIES ate printed 
FIVE BRIGHT COLORS, RIO, PUSH, BROWN, 
LIGHT BLUE, BLACK 
ONLY $1.72 for rho LARGE 25 • 34 site plus 25. 
to c.vver handling and postage. NOTE: Prints 
0-2 and GO are as/NNW. in a small*, site, 17 is 
20, at th• low price of $1.00 per print and wo 
poy rM postage. 
A BONUS OFFER 1 I 1 Combined order for any 
print with lot's Squares Dance' sign receives the 
months of the year and 31 dotes for vs. On the 
sign. 
TO 01011 S.noply cAni of, d. 	lea 	dv. 	no+. 
I ed.., a, .4 	o. M ad •• & ara.1•••••• ••••01e.ce 
C. M. WOKE. 5339 S. lain Or.. Crridry 7, Wis. 
0.. 0.02•••••• .0451 Iry 	 *ACAAV SACK 
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